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I understand that the Author is preparing and writing a case (the Case), tentatively titled [_____Name of Case______], which will be published for academic use by the Society for Case Research (SCR), a non-profit organization that publishes three scholarly journals, Business Case Journal, Journal of Case Studies, and Journal of Critical Incidents (collectively, the Journal).

In order to assist the Author, the SCR and the Journal in the preparation of the Case, I have agreed on behalf of the organization that the case be published for academic use.

I understand that the organization’s name is not disguised and hereby grant to the Author, the SCR and the Journal, and to the licensees, successors, and assigns of each:

The right to quote, paraphrase, reproduce, publish, distribute, or otherwise use all or any portion of the Materials in the Case, and in advertising and related promotion of the Case, in all forms and in all media throughout the world and in perpetuity.

I hereby acknowledge that I have no copyright or other rights in the Case.

On behalf of the organization, I hereby release and discharge the SCR, the Journal, the Author, and the licensees, successors, and assigns of each, from any and all claims, demands, or causes of action that I may have against them regarding any use of the Materials or regarding anything contained in the Case or in related advertising or promotional materials, including (but not limited to) any claims based on the right to privacy, the right of publicity, copyright, libel, defamation, or any other right.

ORGANIZATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

I confirm that I have read, understood, and agree to all of the above terms and conditions of this Release:

Signature: ___________________________ Date: _____________

[_____Company or Organization Name______]
[_____Name and Title of Person Granting Permission______]

AUTHOR

I confirm that I have reviewed the above terms and conditions of this Release with the Interviewee, and have obtained permission from the Interviewee to use the Interview Materials as set forth above:

Signature: ___________________________ Date: _____________

[_____Company or Organization Name______]
[_____Name and Title of Author______] ("the Author")